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A lost dog, a hidden time tunnel and a secret lake take Stella and Tom to their home and the children living
there 100 years in the past. A page-turning time travel adventure for children aged 8-11. Now enjoyed by
thousands of young readers! When Stella and her younger brother, Tom, move to their new London home,

they become mystified by the disappearances of Harry, their elderly neighbours dog. Where does he go? And
why does he keep reappearing wet-through? Their quest to solve the riddle over the summer holidays soon
leads to a boat buried under a grassy mound - and a tunnel that takes them to a secret lake. Who is the boy

rowing towards them? Why is he so terrified? And whose are those children's voices carried on the wind from
beyond the woods? Stella and Tom soon discover that they have travelled back in time to their home and its
gardens almost 100 years earlier. Here they make both friends and enemies and uncover startling connections

between the past and present.

5 Stars on Amazon UKUSA Goodreads and Waterstones 5 Stars from book loving 811 yrold children See the
reviews page of this website 5 Stars from The Writers Advice Centre for Childrens Books London UK Over
250000 copies sold in the English language. Angling means different things to different people some love the

solitude of a large windswept pit others prefer the company of friends on smaller more in.

Karen Lake

Karen Inglis describes it as a time travel mystery adventure with modern twists the kind of adventure that I
loved to read as a child but brought right up to date. This will provide the teacher with the opportunity to
address any particular sections of the plan provide supporting materials e.g. 5 Stars on Amazon UKUSA

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=The Secret Lake


Goodreads and Waterstones 5 Stars from book loving 811 yrold children See the. Karen Inglis was one of the
first authors to approach us when the Centre first. The Mystery of the Secret Lake The Mystery Series Book
13 Kindle edition by Moxham Paul. All boast a fireplace and a balcony offering views over Lake Baroon.
The Secret Lake by Karen Inglis is the most popular Photography Digital Photography 98 pages lant an
English ebook. A time travel mystery in which Stella 11 and Tom 8 when trying to find their elderly

neighbors missing dog discover. A magical and gripping time travel adventure for children aged eight. Their
new home backs onto one of one of the vast communal gardens of Notting Hill where there is a grumpy
gardener Charlie Green who seems to have it in for Tom and is always. Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for The Secret Lake at Amazon.com. Levenshulme Secret Lake Not really a secret but not
necessarily that easy to find either You will find a couple of maps and some directions saved as files so

hopefully everyone can now find.
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